
Where integrated technology  
meets construction.



Viewpoint Construction Software® has software solutions for every type of contractor. 
Vista™ by Viewpoint is a fully integrated, comprehensive suite of software solutions 
that helps contractors manage all areas of operations. Built for medium to large-sized 
contractors, Vista features solutions for Accounting/HR, Project Management, Project 
Collaboration, Mobile, Enterprise Content Management and Service Management.

Easily scalable and integrated with all key third-party software, Vista’s suite of 
applications is built on the award-winning Microsoft® .NET Framework using the SQL 
Server® database for timely reporting of critical data. 
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ACCOUNTING AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Maximize  job profitability and lower risk with control and reporting that would delight 
even the most demanding controller. Simplified data entry delivers accurate and timely 
information throughout your company.

• Industry-standard progress billings and flexible T&M formats make billing a one-step 
process

• Efficient multi-company and inter-company processing

• Securely track valuable employee information – training, skills, awards, grievances, 
safety history and reviews

• Comprehensive regulatory reporting, including EEO, Certified, DOT and OSHA 
requirements

• Timely, accurate remote data capture of labor,  equipment, production units and notes



PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS

Role-based management of all aspects of the project life cycle. Eliminate redundant data 
entry and improve information flow between departments and project team members 
through comprehensive integration with accounting using ‘real world’ workflows.

• View, analyze and make decisions on business data including forecast cost to 
complete, budget overruns, unapproved change requests, unanswered RFIs, overdue 
submittals and revised specifications

• Manage a full-range of tasks with Work Centers including contract management, RFIs, 
change orders, submittals/transmittals, meetings, logs and lists and more for up to the 
minute views of projects

• Record project information and document locations and dates for efficient design, 
bidding and build. Track your project leads, opportunities and bids once in place with 
Pre-Construction

• Manage the complete process from subcontract “buy-out” and setup to final release of 
retainage

• Comprehensive management of purchasing, inventory, equipment and material sales

• Manage small jobs with Work Order Management with simple core functionality for 
work order processing, inbound call tracking, billing, service pricing, productivity and 
profitability analysis

• Work seamlessly to automate creation, distribution and logging of project-related 
construction documents



PROJECT COLLABORATION

Viewpoint For Project Collaboration™ is a collaborative suite of software solutions for 
every stage of the project lifecycle, allowing drawings, documents, email and contracts 
to be shared quickly among all stakeholders and ensuring the project meets all cost, time 
and quality expectations. Solutions include:

• Document Control
• Drawing Management
• Pre-Construction
• Workflow
• BIM Collaboration
• Mobile

FIELD MANAGEMENT

Viewpoint for Mobile™ is an effective mobile application suite for tracking and recording 
time, equipment and production hours from the field. Mobile easily integrates with Vista 
or your existing construction accounting system to provide real-time visibility anywhere, 
anytime. Features include:

• Ability to track labor, equipment and production hours from anywhere including places 
without network connectivity

• Real-time visibility on what has been done in the field
• One click updates to payroll, job cost and equipment modules
• Available on an iPad, iPhone and Android smart phone and tablet
• Mobile optimized web interface
• Complete support by Viewpoint – one call for customer support



SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Maintain a profit while growing your service business. Viewpoint Service Management 
with Work Order Management includes:

• Work Order tracking
• Maintenance agreement management
• Billing, pricing, productivity and profitability analysis
• Drag and drop dispatch board

Plus, with Viewpoint Service Agreements, you can:
• Stay on top of maintenance work
• Streamline tracking maintenance on equipment
• Facilitate renewals
• Simplify your billing process

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Viewpoint For Content Management™ is a scalable Enterprise Content Management 
(ECM) and workflow solution that reduces unnecessary costs and overhead through 
integrated process automation and document archiving - helping to minimize the 
challenges associated with paper and other electronic-based content. Features include:

• Capture - A batch-scanning solution to instantly capture images from paper documents
• Electronic Forms - Capture, validate, approve and route documents
• Document Management - Store all documentation electronically in a centralized system
• Workflow Automation - Removes human error, bottlenecks and other inefficiencies from 

document-based processes



PRODUCTIVITY AND ANALYSIS

Flexible reports, professional financial statements and graphical dashboards work 
seamlessly to translate data into knowledge to improve job and company profitability. 

Document Management delivers an intuitive and useful tool for attaching, indexing, and 
routing documents throughout your organization. Scan in documents or simply drag-
and-drop emails, photos, contracts, invoices and other documents directly onto the 
record, seamlessly indexing the content and securely storing the files in the database. 
You also have the ability to attach transaction documents to existing data records.

By documenting important business practices within Vista, Workflow gives you controls 
for protecting profits and reducing risk. Multiple people are able to work through 
processes simultaneously. Once a task is completed, the owner of the next task is 
notified. Job setup and buyout, new employees and quarter/year-end processing are just 
a few of the hundreds of complex tasks Workflow automates to increase efficiency.

Know where you stand at all times: Business Intelligence helps align companies around 
key objectives by providing feedback on whether current actions will produce desired 
results or require changes. Quick access to this information helps you reduce profit fade 
and drive performance companywide.

With intuitive graphical reporting and flexibility to access multiple data sources, you can 
quickly analyze complex data and make better informed, actionable decisions.



A contemporary platform should easily scale with you.

MICROSOFT® .NET FRAMEWORK 

Vista is the industry’s first ERP solution to utilize the .NET Framework. This leading-edge 
technology delivers the industry’s best user experience along with the easiest system 
administration around.

MICROSOFT SQL SERVER®

SQL Server® helps you manage any data including images and rich media, any place 
at any time. Data is securely stored in a single database no matter how or where it is 
accessed. It is a robust platform that allows you to do more with your data through 
reporting, analytics and integration. SQL Server® simply provides the highest levels of 
security, reliability and scalability, and lets users access data from the tools they already 
use every day, such as Microsoft® Office. 

MICROSOFT WINDOWS SERVER® & NETWORK

Built for the Windows Server® environment, Vista uses standard technologies like 
Trusted Connections and automatic client updates, making routine administration easy 
and cost effective.

HOSTED ON SITE OR IN THE CLOUD - IT’S UP TO YOU.

You have the choice of hosting Vista in-house on your own servers or with Viewpoint For 
Cloud™. The Cloud ensures that Vista and related applications are operating smoothly 
and are properly maintained, optimized and available. Our fully managed Cloud solutions 
offer freedom from managing servers and desktop systems, and updating software. It’s 
an effective way to scale up or down based on need.
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Robust services to ensure your success.
Implementing a new software platform often causes even the most seasoned IT 
professional to wince. Imagine support that you can rave about. It’s one of the key 
reasons for our high customer satisfaction rate. In fact, in our latest customer survey, 
over 80% of our customers gave our support high marks.

To get you started on the right track, we also have a Professional Services team available 
to coordinate your implementation and Technical Services for maintaining the integrity 
of your valuable data when imported into Vista.

On top of this we offer a suite of online and instructor-led learning courses designed to 
help you get the most out of our software. You need more than just great  software to be 
successful. You need a partnership. We never forget that.


